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We investigate cancellation of spatial aberrations induced by an object placed in a quantum coincidence
interferometer with type-II parametric down conversion as a light source. We analyze in detail the physical
mechanism by which the cancellation occurs and show that the aberration cancels only when the object resides
in one particular plane within the apparatus. In addition, we show that for a special case of the apparatus it is
possible to produce simultaneous cancellation of both even-order and odd-order aberrations in this plane.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

A. Introduction

Aberration or spatial dispersion occurs when light passing
through or reflecting off of an object gains unwanted phase
shifts that vary in the transverse spatial direction !orthogonal
to the optical axis". These phase shifts are “unwanted” in the
sense that they differ from those obtained from Gaussian
optics and cause distortions of the outgoing wavefronts.
Mathematically, we can represent the aberrations by pure
imaginary exponentials ei!!x", where x is the transverse dis-
tance. Often !!x" may be expanded into a power series in #x#
and separated into even and odd orders,

!!x" = !even!x" + !odd!x" , !1"

!even!x" = $
j

a2jr
2jP2j!"" , !2"

!even!x" = $
j

a2j+1r2j+1P2j!"" . !3"

Here, r= #x#, while P2j!"" and P2j+1!"" are polynomials in
sin " and/or cos ". Usually, the expansion is expressed in
terms of Seidel or Zernike polynomials %1–3&, but for our
purposes the details of the expansion are not important. The
important point here is simply that the even-order terms are
symmetric under reflection, !even!x"=!even!!x", while the
odd terms are antisymmetric, !odd!x"=!!odd!!x".

In Refs. %4,5&, a particular type of interferometric device
was described, and it was shown that if an object was placed
in either arm of this device, then all even-order phase shifts
introduced by the object will cancel in a temporal correlation
experiment. The effect is very similar to the even-order
frequency-dispersion cancellation first described in Refs.
%6,7&. As a light source, the aberration-cancellation experi-
ment used photon pairs produced via spontaneous parametric
down conversion !SPDC". The cancellation effect depended
on the entanglement of the transverse spatial momenta in the
resulting entangled-photon pairs.

In this paper we re-examine the setup of Refs. %4,5& with
two purposes in mind. After reviewing the apparatus and the
even-order aberration-cancellation effect in the next subsec-
tion, we first show !in Sec. II" that for a special case of the
apparatus we can in fact cancel all aberration, both even

order and odd order. This cancellation only occurs when the
sample is placed in one particular plane and opens up the
possibility of cancelling sample-induced aberration in dy-
namic light scattering %8,9&, fluorescence correlation spec-
troscopy %10&, or other temporal correlation-based experi-
ments. Our second purpose !carried out in Sec. III" is to
analyze in more detail the results for the coincidence rate in
order to better understand the physical mechanisms involved
in aberration cancellation. In Sec. IV we discuss the conclu-
sions that can be drawn from these results.

Note that, because we are motivated by the desire to can-
cel aberrations, we will use the phrase “aberration cancella-
tion” for convenience throughout this paper, but in fact we
mean the cancellation of all phase shifts arising in a given
plane not just the subset that differ from the predictions of
Gaussian optics. In other words, “aberration cancellation”
here means that only the intensity of the light is affected by
the object, not the phase. So, for example, the placement in
the object plane of an ideal lens, whose operation depends on
second-order phase shifts, should have no focusing power at
this point; it will be as if the lens is not there.

B. Even-order aberration cancellation

Consider the setup shown in Fig. 1. In the main part of the
apparatus, the two branches each consist of a Fourier trans-
form system containing lenses of focal length f and a sample
providing a modulation Gj!y" of the beam, where j=1,2
labels the branch and y is the transverse distance from the
optic axis. The Gj represent objects or samples whose prop-
erties we wish to analyze, and the goal is to cancel optical
aberrations introduced by the samples. The case where there
is a sample only in branch 1 is included by simply setting
G2=1, but we will keep the more general two-sample case;
we will see later that the extra generality pays off by allow-
ing useful additional effects. A controllable time delay # is
inserted in one arm of the interferometer. Since we will be
referring to it often, we give a name to the plane containing
the samples, denoting this plane by $. The $ plane is simul-
taneously the back focal plane of the first lens and the front
focal plane of the second. The two lenses together form a 4f
Fourier transform system. We will examine in a later section
what happens when the sample is moved out of the $ plane.
Throughout this paper, we assume that the sample is of neg-
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ligible thickness compared to all of the other distances in-
volved in the apparatus. We will refer to the photon in the
upper branch !branch 1" as the signal and the photon in
branch 2 as the idler. The polarizing beam splitter sends the
horizontally polarized photon into the upper !signal" branch
and the vertically polarized photon into the lower !idler"
branch.

Photons are fed into the system by a continuous-wave
laser which pumps a %!2" nonlinear crystal, leading to collin-
ear type-II parametric down conversion. The frequencies of
the two photons are &0'(, while the transverse momenta
are 'q. For simplicity, assume the frequency bandwidth is
narrow compared to &0. The two photons have total wave
numbers

&0'(

c , which will be approximated by k=
&0

c where
appropriate. The down-conversion spectrum is given by

)!q,(" = sinc'L*!q,("
2

(ei%L*!q,("&/2. !4"

Here, L is the thickness of the nonlinear crystal and for
type-II down conversion we have

*!q,(" = ! (D + Mê2 · q +
2#q#2

kpump
. !5"

D is the difference between the group velocities of the ordi-
nary and extraordinary waves in the crystal, and M is the
spatial walk off in the direction ê2 perpendicular to the inter-
ferometer plane. The last term in * is due to diffraction as
the wave propagates through the crystal.

The parametric down-conversion process may be de-
scribed by a Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ = i+%âs
†âi

† + H.c., !6"

where âs and âi are annihilation operators for the signal and
idler photons. The constant % includes the amplitude of the
classical pump field. Applying the time evolution operator

e!iĤt/+ to the vacuum state, we find that the wave function
entering the apparatus from the crystal can be written as

#,!t") = !1 ! #-#2/2"#0) + -#,2) + -2#,4) + ¯ , !7"

where -=%t, and #,2n) represents a term with n photons in
the signal mode and n in the idler mode. For parametric
down conversion we operate in the regime where #-#.1 so
that terms higher than #,2) may be neglected. In addition,
the vacuum term may be ignored since it will not contribute
to coincidence detection. Thus, effectively our wave function
is given by

#,) * #,2) =+ dqd()!q,("âs
†!q,&0 + ("âi

†!! q,&0 ! ("#0) .

!8"

Note that G1 and G2 could be produced by two separate
objects at two separate points in space, in which case we
would need to use a polarizing beam splitter !PBS" to sepa-
rate the incoming beams. Alternatively, G1 and G2 could
both be produced by a single object which acts differently on
the two polarization states, in which case we could dispense
with the PBS.

In the detection stage, two bucket detectors D1 and D2 are
connected in coincidence. We add adjustable irises with ap-
erture functions p1!x1" and p2!x2" in front of the detectors.
We will end up taking these apertures to be of infinite width
but initially we leave them in for reasons to be explained
below. A lens of focal length fd is placed one focal length in
front of each detector. The distances from the Fourier plane
of the main part of the apparatus to the aperture and from the
aperture to the lens are d1 and d2. In order to erase path
information for the photons reaching each detector, a polar-
izer at 45° to the polarization directions of both incoming
beams is placed in each path. The two polarizers are oriented
orthogonal to each other.

The full transfer function for each branch is %5&

Hj/!x/,q j,0" = Gj, f

k
q j-HD/

!x/,q j,0" , !9"

where the transfer function of the detection stage is

HD/
!x/,q j,0" = eik!d1+d2+fD"e!!ik/2fD"%!d2/fD"!1&x/

2
e!i!d1/2k"qj

2

1P̃/, k

fD
x/ ! q j- . !10"

P̃/ is the Fourier transform of the aperture function,

P̃/, k

fD
x/ ! q j- =+ d2x!p/!x!"e!i%!k/fD"x/!qj&·x!, !11"

with /= .1,2/ labeling the detector and j= .s , i/ labeling the
signal or idler branch. In these expressions, k is the longitu-
dinal wave number, k=0!0 /c"2!q2* 0

c for #q#.k.
The nonpolarizing beam splitter mixes the incident

beams, so each detector sees a superposition of the signal
and idler beams. The positive-frequency part of the field en-
tering detector / is given by

FIG. 1. !Color online" Schematic view of aberration-
cancellation setup. !Distances and angles not necessarily drawn in
correct proportions." The horizontally polarized signal travels in the
upper branch and experiences modulation G1, while the vertically
polarized idler experiences modulation G2 in the lower branch. G1
and G2 are both located in the plane $, halfway between the lenses
of focal length f . The beam splitter mixes the beams before they
reach the detectors D1 and D2, which are connected by a coinci-
dence circuit.
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E/
!+"!x/,t/" =+ dqd0e!i0t/%Hs/!x/,qs,0"âs!qs,0"

+ Hi/!x/,qi,0"âi!qi,0"& . !12"

Using this field, we can compute the amplitude for coinci-
dence detection:

A!x1,x2,t1,t2" = 10#E1
!+"!x1,t1"E2

!+"!x2,t2"#,)

=+ d2qd()!q,("

1%e!i!&o+("t1e!i!&o!("t2Hs1!x1,q,("

1Hi2!x2,! q,! (" + e!i!&o!("t1e!i!&o+("t2

1Hi1!x1,! q,! ("Hs2!x2,q,("& , !13"

where Hj/!x/ ,q j ,&0'(" have been abbreviated by
Hj/!x/ ,q j , '(".

The coincidence rate as a function of time delay # is

R!#" =+ d2x1d2x2dt1dt2#A!x1,x2,t1,t2"#2. !14"

As was shown in %11&, R!#" will generically be of the form

R!#" = R0'1 ! 2,1 !
2#

DL
-W!#"( . !15"

where 2!x" is the triangular function:

2!x" = 21 ! #x# , #x# 3 1

0, #x# 4 13 . !16"

The #-independent background term R0 and #-dependent
modulation term W!#" were calculated in %5& to be:

R0 =+ d2qd2q! sinc%MLe2 · !q ! q!"&G1
!, fq

k
-G2

!,!
fq
k
-

1G1, fq!
k
-G2,!

fq!
k
-P̃1!q ! q!"

1P̃2!! q + q!"e!!iML/2"e2·!q!q!"e2i!d1/kpump"!q2!q!2", !17"

W!#" =
1
R0
+ d2qd2q! sinc'MLe2 · !q + q!"2,1 !

2#

DL
-(

1G1
!, fq

k
-G2

!,!
fq
k
-G1, fq!

k
-G2,!

fq!
k
-

1P̃1!q + q!"P̃2!! q ! q!"e!!iM/D"#e2·!q!q!"

1e2i!d1/kpump"!q2!q!2". !18"

Now let the apertures be large, so that the P̃ j become delta
functions, reducing Eqs. !17" and !18" to

R0 =+ d2q4G1, fq
k
-G2,!

fq
k
-42

, !19"

W!#" =
1
R0
+ d2qe!!2iM#/D"e2·qG1

!, fq
k
-G1,!

fq
k
-

1G2
!,!

fq
k
-G2, fq

k
- . !20"

Suppose that Gj!x"= tj!x"ei!j!x", where tj is real and the ef-
fects of aberrations are contained in the phase factor ! j. Dis-
regarding the background term for the moment, we see from
the presence in Eq. !20" of the factors

G1
!, fq

k
-G1,!

fq
k
- = t1

!, fq
k
-t1,!

fq
k
-e!i%!1!fq/k"!!1!!fq/k"&

!21"

that even-order aberration terms arising from sample 1 can-
cel from the modulation term. The even-order aberrations
from sample 2 cancel similarly. This is the even-order can-
cellation effect of Refs. %4,5&.

It should be remarked that the setup of Fig. 1 may be
simplified by removing the lenses immediately in front of the
detectors. We have left both the lenses and the apertures in
the setup because together they lead to the presence of the
Fourier-transformed aperture functions P̃ j in Eqs. !17" and
!18"; the delta functions that arise from the P̃ j when the
apertures become large will serve as convenient bookkeeping
devices in the following sections as we trace various terms
back to their origins. If we choose to simplify the apparatus
and remove the lenses, then Eq. !10" will be replaced by

HD/
!x/,q j,0" = eik!d1+d"e!id1qj

2/2k

1+ p!x!"e!ik/2d"!x! ! x/"2
eiq·x!d2x!,

!22"

where d is the total aperture-to-detector distance, with corre-
sponding changes in Eqs. !17" and !18". However, in the
large-aperture limit this does not affect the coincidence rate,
which will still be given by expressions !15", !19", and !20".

II. ALL-ORDER CANCELLATION

A. Aberration cancellation to all orders

Now, consider the background term R0 in Eq. !19". It
depends on G1 and G2 only through the squared modulus of
each. Thus any phase changes introduced by G1 or G2 cancel
completely; in particular, the background term R0 exhibits
cancellation of aberrations of all orders not just even orders.
In the current situation, this R0 is of no importance, simply
being a constant and having no effect on the #-dependence of
the correlation. However, the fact that all orders of aberration
can be cancelled in the background term raises the question
as to whether it can be arranged for this to happen in the
modulation term as well.

It turns out that the answer to this question is positive: it is
possible to use this apparatus to cancel all aberrations in-
duced by a thin sample, of both even and odd orders. The
means for doing so is evident from examining Eq. !20". Sup-
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pose that G1!x"=G2!x", as shown schematically in Fig. 2.
This can happen in one of two ways: either two identical
samples may be placed in the two arms or it may be arranged
so that the two beams both pass through the same sample; in
either case it is necessary for the sample to act in the same
manner on both polarization states. The second possibility
will usually be of more practical interest, since identical
samples will often not be available. For G1=G2, Eqs. !17"
and !18" give

R0 =+ d2q4G1, fq
k
-G1,!

fq
k
-42

, !23"

W!#" =
1
R0
+ d2qe!2iM# e2

!
·q/D4G1, fq

k
-G1,!

fq
k
-42

.

!24"

Setting G1!x"= t!x"ei!!x", we see that all phases now cancel
from the #-modulated term W. Thus, all aberrations induced
by the sample, of any order, will completely cancel from the
coincidence rate.

B. Condition for all-ordercancellation

Up to this point, we have assumed that the objects pro-
viding the modulation were located in the plane labeled $ in
Fig. 1. Now we consider what happens if the modulation
objects !the samples" are moved out of the $ plane by some
distance z!0. Consider a single arm of the apparatus, as
shown in Fig. 3. We will take the distance z from $ to be
positive if the sample is moved toward the source, and nega-
tive if moved toward the detector. Now, the impulse response
functions for the first and second lens respectively in each
branch of the system will be

h1!!,y" =
1

i5f

1
i5!f ! z"+ eik/2.%y2/!f!z"&+!!2/f"/eik/2%1/!f!z"&x!2

1e!ikx!·.%y/!f!z"&+!!/f"/d2x! !25"

h2!y,x" =
1

i5f

1
i5!f + z"+ eik/2.%y2/!f+z"&+!x2/f"/eik/2%1/!f+z"&x"2

1e!ikx"·.%y/!f+z"&+!x/f"/d2x" !26"

y, x!, x", and ! are the transverse distances at the points
shown in Fig. 2. The integrals can be carried out, giving us
the result that

h1!!,y" =
1

i5f
e!ik/2f"%!z!2/f"!2!·y&, !27"

h2!y,x" =
1

i5f
e!!ik/2f"%!zx2/f"+2x·y& = ! h1

!!! x,y" . !28"

So the impulse response for one branch of the apparatus
from source to Fourier plane !not including the detection
stage" is

hj!!!,x" =+ h1!!,y"Gj!y"h2!y,x"d2y , !29"

=
e!ik/2f2"z!!2!x2"

!i5f"2 + e!!ik/f"!!+x"·yGj!y"d2y . !30"

Fourier transforming to find the transfer function leads to

Hj!!x,q,0" =+ h!!,x"eiq·!d2! !31"

=
1

!i5f"2+ d2yGj!y"e!!ik/f"!x·y"e!!ik/2f2"!zx2"

1+ d2!e!ikz/2f2"!2
ei!!q!kx/f" !32"

=!
1
5z

e!iq·x+ d2yGj,y +
fq
k
-e!!ik/f"!x·y"

1e!!ik/2z"y2
e!!ikz/2f2"x2

. !33"

Previously, for z=0, this transfer function was simply given
by

Hj!!x,q,0" = !constants"Gj, fq
k
-e!iq·x. !34"

Therefore, for z!0, we must make the replacement !up to
overall constants" !Fig. 3"

G, fq
k
- !+ d2yG,y +

fq
k
-e!!ik/f"!x·y"e!!ikz/2f2"x2,1

z
e!!ik/2z"y2-

!35"

in all previous results, and Eq. !9" now involves an integral
instead of a simple product. !For z=0, the factors in the last
set of parentheses become proportional to 6!2"!y", leading
back to the previous results." In particular, in Eqs. !23" and
!24", the factor #G1! fq

k "#2 becomes

FIG. 2. !Color online" Schematic view of apparatus in Fig. 1,
with G1 set equal to G2. !Distances and angles not necessarily
drawn in correct proportions." Here G1 and G2 are being produced
by a single object. The signal and idler are collinear. It is also
possible for G2 and G2 to be produced by two identical but spatially
separate objects interacting with noncollinear signal and idler.
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+ d2yd2y!G1,y +
f

fD
x-G1

!,y! +
f

fD
x-e!!ik/2z"!y2!y!2".

!36"

Clearly, the phase of G1 no longer cancels out of this expres-
sion since nothing forces y to equal y!. The arguments of the
two factors of G1 are now unrelated, so that aberration can-
cellation no longer occurs.

So any cancellation that occurs can hold exactly only for
phases arising in the $-plane of the Fourier transform sys-
tem. The cancellation is approximate in the vicinity of this
plane. For samples of finite thickness, the degree of approxi-
mate cancellation will diminish as the thickness increases.

Defining 7=y!y!, the exponential term in Eq. !36" be-
comes

e!!ik/2z"!27·y!72". !37"

Assuming that G1
!!y!7+ f

fd
x" is slowly varying in 7 com-

pared to the variation of the exponential, we may obtain an
estimate of the distance z over which the sample may be
moved out of the plane while still maintaining a high degree
of aberration cancellation. The aberration cancels when 7
=0, so we may use the maximum size of 7 as a measure of
the degree of failure of the aberration cancellation. As z
!0, the rapid oscillations of the exponential term cause the
integral of Eq. !36" to go to zero, unless k#27 ·y!72# also
goes to zero at least as fast as #z#. So, we must have

#27 · y ! 72# 8 4 z

k
4 5 #z5# . !38"

From this, we have

#z# 5
7M#y#

5
, !39"

where 7M is the maximum value of 7. Let rs be the maximum
illuminated radius of the sample. Then, by requiring that
#7M#.rs, we have the estimate that

#z# .
rs

2

5
. !40"

This is essentially a limit on how far from stationarity we
may be and still safely apply a stationary-phase approxima-
tion. Actually, we may make this limit a bit more precise.
Since two-sample points y and y! inside the Airy disk of the
lens cannot be distinguished from each other, we may require
that #7M#5Rairy, where

Rairy =
1.22f5

a
!41"

is the radius of the Airy disk. By substituting this into Eq.
!39", we can thus conclude that, at most, the order of mag-
nitude of #z# may be given by

#z# 8
frs

a
. !42"

Taking for example the values rs510!4 m, a51 cm, f
510 cm, and 5510!7 m, this gives us an upper limit of
about 1 mm.

C. Comparison with dispersion cancellation

The idea of aberration cancellation via entangled-photon
interferometry arose in analogy to the similar dispersion-
cancellation effect %6,7&. It is known that even-order and
odd-order dispersion effects may be separated so that either
even-order terms or odd-order terms may be cancelled %12&
but that it is impossible to simultaneously cancel both sets of
terms together. Thus, it is a surprise that in the case of aber-
rations such a simultaneous cancellation should be possible.

The fact that aberration cancellation only occurs in a
single plane sheds some light on the difference between ab-
erration cancellation and dispersion cancellation. Aberrations
are caused by phase differences between different points in a
plane transverse to the propagation direction of the light,
while dispersion comes about as a result of phase differences
accumulating along the propagation direction. We have man-
aged to cancel all orders of aberration produced by a single
transverse plane. But since dispersive effects accumulate
longitudinally, we cannot arrange their cancellation in all of
the infinite number of transverse planes the photon travels
through; thus, although even-order and odd-order dispersion
may each occur separately, simultaneous all-order dispersion
cancellation will not occur.

A more physical explanation can be given for the inability
in principle to cancel all orders of dispersion. Suppose that
the index of refraction is expanded about some frequency 00,

n!0" = n0 + n1!0 ! 00" + n2!0 ! 00"2 + ¯ . !43"

The phase and group velocities are

vp =
c

n!0"
, !44"

FIG. 3. !Color online" Blown up version of a portion of one
branch from apparatus of Fig. 1 !or Fig. 2", with the object moved
a distance z out of the central plane, $.
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vg = , dk

d0
-!1

= c'n!0" + 0
dn!0"

d0
(!1

= c%n0 + 2n1!0 ! 00" + 3n2!0 ! 00"2 + ¯&!1.

!45"

If both the odd-order and even-order dispersion coefficients
vanish simultaneously !including the zeroth-order term", then
n!0" and dn

d0 both vanish. In consequence, the phase and
group velocities both diverge. This is in contradiction to spe-
cial relativity, which requires a finite group velocity. In con-
trast, no similar obstacle exists to prevent the spatially dis-
tributed phase shift !!x" from vanishing, so there is no
fundamental principle preventing all-order aberration cancel-
lation.

One further point to note is that the dispersive and aber-
rative cases considered here are not entirely analogous, in the
sense that one is not simply obtained from the other by in-
terchanging time and space. In the aberration case, the phase
is a function of the transverse position x in the physical
coordinate space. In contrast, for the dispersive case the
phase is due to a frequency-dependent index of refraction;
i.e., the source of the effect is in the Fourier transform
space, not in the !temporal" coordinate space. However, in
both cases the cancellation occurs in the Fourier space. Thus,
for aberration cancellation an optical Fourier transform sys-
tem is required to move from the coordinate space !where the
source of aberration is" to the Fourier space !where the can-
cellation occurs". For the dispersive case, the source of the
dispersion already operates in the Fourier space so it is not
necessary to introduce an extra Fourier transform via the
optical system.

III. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION

We now wish to develop a better understanding of how
aberration cancellation occurs in the polarization-based coin-
cidence interferometer that we are using to illustrate this ef-
fect. Let q and q! be the ingoing and outgoing momenta in
the upper branch at the beam splitter. The ingoing and out-
going momenta for the lower branch will be !q and !q!, as
in Figs. 4 and 5 below.

Note first of all that the coincidence detection amplitude
in transverse momentum space may be written in the form
A!q"=Ar!q"+At!q", where At represents the amplitude for
both photons to be transmitted at the beam splitter and Ar is
the amplitude for both to be reflected. The counting rate
involves the integrated and squared amplitude; if the mo-
menta q and q! were independent variables, we could write
this as

4+ A!q"d2q42

=+ A!q"A!!q!"d2qd2q!, !46"

which has terms Ar!q"At!q!"!+At!q"Ar
!!q!" involving inter-

ference between reflection and transmission !see Fig. 4", as
well as noninterference terms Ar!q"Ar!q!"!+At!q"At

!!q!"
!Fig. 5". However, q and q! are not independent variables;
momentum conservation and the fact that the photons are
produced from down conversion together force the require-

ment q!= 'q. These constraints are explicitly enforced in
the current context by the factors of P̃ j in Eqs. !17" and !18",
which become delta functions in the large-aperture limit. The
delta functions sew together the amplitudes Ar and At as
shown in the figures.

Suppose again that Gj!x"= tj!x"ei!j!x". Since we are un-
concerned with effects related to amplitude modulation we
henceforth set tj!x"=1. Examining Eqs. !17" and !18", we
then note that even-order and odd-order aberration cancella-
tion arise from different sources. Even-order cancellation
arises from the combination of the following ingredients:

!A1" the Fourier transforming property of the lens in the
focal plane. This converts the transverse momentum en-
tanglement into spatial entanglement in the $ plane.

!A2" The condition q=!q! satisfied by the nonback-
ground half of the terms !those that comprise W". These

FIG. 4. !Color online" Schematic representation of interference
terms. In the squared amplitude 6dqdq!A!q"A!!q!", the part of the
amplitude in which both photons undergo reflection at the beam
splitter !Ar" interferes with the portion in which both photons are
transmitted at the beam splitter !At". For these terms, q=!q!, due to
the delta function that connects the amplitudes.

FIG. 5. !Color online" Schematic representation of noninterfer-
ence terms. In the top part of the figure the transmission portion of
the amplitude At interacts only with itself, while in the bottom part
the same is true of the reflection amplitude Ar. For these terms, q
=q!
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terms arise from the interference part of the squared ampli-
tude, as in Fig. 4.

!A3" The Gj!
fq
k "Gj

!! fq!
k " structure that arises from taking

the absolute square of the amplitude to find counting rates in
quantum mechanics !j=1,2". Combined with the momentum
constraint of A2, this becomes Gj!

fq
k "Gj

!!! fq
k "=ei%!j!q"!!j!!q"&.

In contrast, odd-order cancellation occurs when the fol-
lowing combination of ingredients is present:

!B1" the Fourier transforming action of the lens, as in A1;
!B2" for every photon of transverse momentum q there is

a photon of !q present due to down conversion; and
!B3" G1=G2 so that the product G1! fq

k "G2!! fq
k " becomes

G1! fq
k "G1!! fq

k "=ei%!1!q"+!1!!q"&. !Note that the cancellation is
taking place between different terms of Eq. !20" than were
involved in the cancellation of A3."

In order to have all-order cancellation, there are two pos-
sibilities. Either both of the above sets of conditions may be
satisfied simultaneously, or else a third set of conditions may
be satisfied:

!C1" same as A1 and B1;
!C2" the condition q=q! must be satisfied, as in the back-

ground term R0; this occurs in the noninterference terms of
Fig. 5; and

!C3" similar to A3, the Gj!
fq
k "Gj

!! fq!
k " structure arises from

the quantum-mechanical absolute squaring of the amplitude.
But now, coupled with C2, we have Gj!

fq
k "Gj

!! fq
k "

=ei%!j!q"!!j!q"&=1, giving cancellation of all orders.
In A3 and C3 the phase from a single arm of the interfer-

ometer cancels with itself, whereas B3 is a cancellation be-
tween the two different !but identical in this case" arms.
Cases A and B both involve interference between the ampli-
tudes Ar and At !shown schematically in Fig. 4", while case C
comes from the noninterference terms of Fig. 5 and so will
occur even if only one of the two amplitudes Ar and At is
present.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize the main results of this paper, for the ap-
paratus of Fig. 1 we have found that:

!i" even-order aberrations induced by the samples G1 and
G2 cancel;

!ii" if the two beams overlap so that G1=G2, then all
orders of aberration cancel; and

!iii" these cancellations only occur if G1 and G2 are con-
fined to the z=0 plane.

These results open up the possibility of using quantum
interferometry to eliminate the effects of sample-induced ab-
erration in experiments using temporal correlation-based
methods such as dynamical light scattering or fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy. Through the continued study of ab-
erration cancellation and dispersion cancellation, it is hoped
that a better understanding of the effects of objects or mate-
rials placed in an optical system, and better methods of con-
trolling those effects, will gradually emerge. The results re-
ported here are one more step along that path.

The effects described in this paper make essential use of
the spatial entanglement !or equivalently the transverse mo-
mentum entanglement" between the photons in the down-
conversion pair. In contrast, the frequency entanglement
played no essential role. Similarly, the anticorrelation of the
polarizations was used primarily to control the paths of the
photons and then to erase the path information; but these
functions could be accomplished by other means. So only the
spatial entanglement was essential. On the other hand, it is
the frequency entanglement that is essential for dispersion
cancellation. A question for future investigation is whether
use of the simultaneous entanglement of frequency, momen-
tum, and polarization variables !so-called hyperentangle-
ment" may allow control over further optical effects of ma-
terials.
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